
Saturn and Mercury English overview 2019-20 

Autumn term- Pirates and dungeons and dragons Description 

Narrative unit- Fiction genres 3 weeks Using the book The night pirates, children read and respond to the story. Identifying the different 
characters. Rereading the story to become familiar with the text. Sequencing the main events from 
the story. Writing descriptions of settings and characters.  

Non-fiction unit – Instructions 2 weeks Using recipes and how to make a snowman to organise instructions. Identifying and writing bossy 
verbs. 

Poetry unit- Different types of poems 2 weeks Using the book the night pirates for inspiration they look at Acrostic and pattern poems and write 
their own.  

Assessments  

Narrative unit – picture books 2 weeks Using the book the Egg box dragon to inspire reading and writing. Develop character and setting 
descriptions. Link to this to the Night pirate’s story compare and contrast. Write captions for 
picture books.  

Non-fiction – invitation, letter writing and fact files 
3 week 

Write an invitation to a party. Look at the difference between formal and informal letters. Identify 
the features of letters. 

Assessments  

 

Spring term- Sue Hendra and Oliver Jeffers Description 

Narrative unit- comparing books by the same 
author 

Look at a range of book by Sue Hendra. How are they the same/ different? Create their own story 
based in a supermarket. Revisit character and setting descriptions. 

Non-fiction- recounts and lists Using the Supertato books as inspiration. Recount an event in the story. Look at use of first person. 
Make shopping lists of things in the supermarket. 

Poetry unit – rhyme- 1 week Look at rhyme in poetry. Write their own poems which rhyme. Base the poems on a supermarket. 

Assessments  

Narrative unit – Comparing books by the same 
author 

To write about someone being lost. Explore the feelings that a character would have. Are any of 
these similar to the books by Sue Hendra? Write a fact-file on the Authors. 

Non-fiction – explanation texts and fact writing What to do if you become lost.  Choose a form of transport and write facts about this. Write an 
explanation on which book they liked the best and why. 

Poetry- senses 1 week Using the day the crayons quit write a poem using the senses and relate to the colours.  

Assessments  
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Summer term- Olympics Description 

Narrative- traditional stories (Aesop’s fables) Look at morals in stories. How are these different from stories today? Write their own fable. 

Non-fiction- Information texts Choose an Olympic sport and write an information text on it.  

Poetry- Japanese poetry Counting syllables in words. Look at the pattern in Haiku’s. Write one of their own.  

Narrative – stories from other cultures (Japan or 
Greece) 

Read a range of stories from other cultures. How is this different from our culture? What do they 
know about Japan? Write a story set in Japan. Write an ending to a story.  

  

  

  

 


